
Siren Song Enterprises: Spring News Letter 2013
Greetings Singers!
I hope the new year is getting off to a good start for each and everyone of you!
I'm always looking for ways to improve my teaching and your learning and there's nothing like the 
new year to get those juices flowing-
Some new things at the studio-

New Policies: These will go into effect immediately and all students are expected to observe them. 
Each student needs to bring the following to each Lesson
1.  A three ring binder to keep the following things:

1. Paper for taking notes
2. Copies of musical repertoire 
3. Current and Completed Worksheets

2. A water-bottle (or make sure you grab a cup from the dispenser in the lobby)
3. If you have one a recording device– This is not necessary but nice if it's readily available. Most 
iPod models are adaptable to this. 
4.  Wear comfortable clothes and shoes that are easy to move in but not baggy. I need to be able 
to see and adjust posture and breathing. 
5. A  pencil for making notes

On the Web: 
1. Did you know I have a webpage? I do! Check it out www.sirensongenterprises.typepad.com  
You can check up on my latest exploits, pay for lessons, ask questions, connect with fellow 
students and explore online resources I've collected in addition to any news about or upcoming 
changes to the studio. 
2. Twitter! The studio is on Twitter! Follow us @Sirensongent
3. Facebook! You can find Siren Song Enterprises on Facebook too. 

The web is a great support to the building of a community. Come join in!

Coming Attractions:
1. Optional Incentive System- I'm working up a system to give my students rewards and goals 
to work towards. Many will involve small incentives like pencils and stickers. But one of these will 
be some special prize choices for 100 days of practice. I'm hoping to complete developing this and 
roll it out in the next couple weeks. 
2. Recitals! I think it's important to practice performing, especially in a way that is safe and 
supportive.  And I feel a major part of a musical practice is to share that music. I plan to hold 
around 3 recitals each year and I'm currently making plans for the first one in April. These will not 
be mandatory as I know some students wish only to practice for themselves, but I strongly 
encourage all students to at least consider trying one performance. 
3. Worksheets and Workbooks- I'm beginning to implement worksheets I've been making or 
finding online for those that need help with music reading. I'm in the process of searching for a 
workbook series that is inexpensive and will support both a vocal practice and theory learning. 

http://www.sirensongenterprises.typepad.com/

